Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the knee: Identification of difficult-to-diagnose meniscal lesions.
This article characterizes common meniscal pathologies, reviews magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) diagnostic criteria for meniscal tears, and identifies difficult-to-detect tears and fragments and the best MRI sequences and practices for recognizing these lesions. These difficult-to-diagnose meniscal lesions that radiologists should consider include tears, meniscocapsular separation lesions, and displaced meniscal fragments. Meniscus tears are either vertical, which are generally associated with traumatic injury, horizontal, which are associated with degenerative injury, or combinations of both. MRI has a high sensitivity for tears but not for fragments; MRI performance is also better for medial than lateral meniscal lesions. Fragment detection can be improved by recognizing signs secondary to migration, especially signs of epiphyseal irritation and mechanical impingement. Radial and peripheral tears, as well as those close to the posterior horn insertion, have been traditionally difficult to detect, but improvements in arthroscopic knowledge, identification of common lesion patterns, and selection of the proper MRI sequence and plane for each lesion type mean that, when properly used, MRI is an invaluable tool in detecting all types of meniscal tears.